APPRENTICESHIP/MENTORSHIP
PROGRAMME

“It is so essential to surround yourself
with individuals who are ALREADY
where you want to be.”

“It’s simple really, if you want to be truly free financially, you have to
get your money working for you instead of you working for your money.
This will then free up your time so that you can really start to live your
life.
A very effective way of achieving this is by mastering how to speculate
on the FX and Capital Markets and by investing”

David Carmichael’s Apprenticeship/Mentoring Programme has been
meticulously designed for individuals who are relentless in their pursuit
of success. You will learn everything that you need in order to master
Trading and Investing in the speediest and most effective way.
Over a six month timescale you will receive the training, back up
support and personal 1 to 1 mentoring needed for you to become a
successful Trader and Investor.

THIS IS HOW WE BEGIN
As soon as you sign up we will despatch our resource and work
pack to you. This pack consists of over 700 pages of clearly laid out
information on all things trading, which you can begin to
systematically work through. There’s so much information out there
on this subject and it can be difficult for anyone to determine what
is useful and what isn’t. The great thing is that David has personally
constructed these resources, and he knows what works and what
doesn’t.

THE NEXT STEP
1 to 1 Mentoring with David himself (Half Day)
We then book in a half day so that you can spend some 1 to 1 time
with David. This is an opportunity for you to learn precisely what
you need to do, step by step, from someone with years of experience.
This includes:
-How David sets everything up for optimum comfort
-How David finds the best trades quickly
-How David enters the trades for minimum risk and maximum profit
This is an incredible experience for anyone and will provide you
with a massive jump start to get you on the road to success.

TRADE ANALYSIS
You’ll have the opportunity to have two of your trades analysed each
month for 6 months by David. This will show you what you did
correctly, and more importantly, what you did incorrectly. Doing this
is an effective way of making sure your improve your trading ability
quickly. He’ll analyse your trade whether its executed in a live
account or in a demo account as the whole objective is that you
learn.

DAVID’S PERSONAL TRADE WATCH LISTS
It can take a lot of time and effort to do the research to determine
which Markets or Instruments you want to trade. It can also be a
very frustrating process to have to wait for your criteria to be met
even when you’ve decided which markets and instruments you
would like to trade.
David will provide you with a list of what markets he is watching
so that you can save your own time.

YOUR NEXT STEP
Now you’ve had your resource/work pack and your 1 to 1 time with
David, you’re now ready to begin the process of becoming
Financially Free.
Now for the next 6 months you’ll be entitled to up 2 hours personal
Time with David and unlimited Email Access. You’ll also be entitled
to a free subscription to Discreet Trader Pro, All of David’s Books,
Weekly Trade analysis by David and entitlement to attend any of
David’s courses/workshops for 12 months.

SUMMARY OF WHAT YOU WILL RECEIVE
● Resource/Work Pack

Value: £

997

● 1 to 1 Mentoring half day

Value: £ 1,850

● 12 Hours Personal time

Value: £ 5,940

● Trade Analysis (2 Trades Per Month) Value: £ 2,970
● Discreet Trader Pro 12 Months

Value: £ 5,964

● DTP ½ Price for 2nd Year

Value: £ 2,982

● David’s Trade Watch List

Value: £ 4,995

● The Property Investment Manual

Value: £

297

● Trading the FX and Capital Markets Value: £

297

● £4500 credit to Attend Any Course

Value: £ 4,500

● 12 Month Qualified Trader Course

Value: £ 8,997

● FULL VALUE OF APPRENTICE PACKAGE:£39,789

Do it For Yourself

“Your mentors in life are important, so
choose them wisely”
Robert Kiyosaki, Rich Dad
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